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The mobile camera market is being driven by consumers’ desire for big imaging capability in smaller and smaller packages. Despite the limitations imposed by these competing demands—or perhaps because of them—many companies are unleashing creative solutions that incorporate wafer-level optics, liquid lenses and LED flashes.

What determines the tipping point for new technologies in the consumer market—that is, the point at which devices go from cool-to-have to must-have for most people? It probably occurs when there is alignment between engineering breakthroughs, social trends and corporate profit motives. Camera phones are a case in point.

The first instance of a photograph being taken on a cell phone and publicly shared is said to have taken place in 1997, and it was an image of a newborn girl taken by her proud father. Today, that ability is so commonplace that any parent carrying a cell phone is likely to have instant access to a family album.

Within each smart-phone camera module lies a closely tied group of core technologies, including:

- An image sensor small enough to fit within a very tight space but sensitive enough to produce images of acceptable quality;
- A workable lens system for manipulating the image, which allows meaningful pictures to be taken;

(Above) A single-element VGA lens from Tessera. Wafer-level technology platforms developed by Tessera are operated by several licensees, although Tessera itself has withdrawn from wafer-level optics.
Wafer-level optics and packaging technologies, which enable the construction and assembly of the camera modules in manufacturing processes compatible with semiconductor mass production; and

In many modern camera phones, a flash unit that provides additional illumination and improves the image quality; this is usually in the form of an LED.

Camera phone development has been driven by more than pure engineering; the pull of consumer behavior and the push of software development have been at least as significant. The impact of Apple and the iPhone cannot be underestimated, since many consumers have come to understand and embrace mobile imaging through their iPhones.

According to analysts at the market intelligence firm IDC, cell phones and handheld cameras became linked technologies as a result of the widespread adoption of mobile apps and the resulting consumer demand for the capacity to capture and share images directly from one’s phone (through Facebook and email, for example).

But optics remains the key for making it all possible. Picture quality has been improved through more responsive sensors and lenses, while designers of mobile devices have constantly pushed engineers towards ever-tinier technology. The difficulties involved in fitting effective camera technology into a mobile handset remain the potential Achilles heel of such devices, at least when compared to digital single-lens reflex and digital still cameras. However, the methods used by engineers and vendors to square that circle have led to some true innovation in the market.

Image sensors

The image sensor market is always driven towards tinier, lower-cost devices with smaller pixels, higher resolution and better image quality. Companies currently meet those demands through complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology.

Developments in this area have allowed for a steady stream of improvements in CMOS-based image sensors, and that has enabled these devices to be miniaturized and incorporated economically into the road maps of camera phone vendors while still delivering acceptable image quality. Compared to older charge-coupled device-based systems, CMOS-based cameras consume significantly less power, offer higher levels of integration with assemblers’ work flows and contribute to lower overall system costs.

Current-generation sensors from the California-based developer OmniVision use a design known as backside illumination (BSI), which is intended to squeeze the maximum performance from the sensor without affecting its suitability for a mobile environment.

The manufacture of a conventional CMOS sensor starts by placing the core photodiode of each pixel onto its silicon wafer, and then depositing above it the layers of metal circuitry needed to connect the pixels and their associated circuitry together. The necessary lens and filter components then sit on top of that. Unfortunately, once the process is complete, a great deal of material lies between the lens at the top and the photodiode at the bottom, inhibiting the sensor’s sensitivity and performance.

BSI attacks this problem by flipping the wafer over once the metal circuitry is in place, and attaching the lens and filters to the backside instead, allowing light to enter the sensor at a point much closer to the photodiode itself. This approach has its own challenges, not least of which is the need to grind the reverse side of the silicon wafer down to a carefully controlled thickness before attaching the lens and filters. But the rewards are higher sensitivities and the ability to pack more pixels into the available space.

Sensors with BSI are currently very big news in smart phone circles. The iPhone 4 has a 1.75-µm-pixel BSI sensor, while the HTC EVO 4G has a 1.4-µm-pixel sensor. In both cases, the sensors are manufactured by OmniVision.

Analysts at the market research firm iSuppli predict that shipments of BSI sensors for mid- to high-end smart handsets will rise to 300 million units by 2014—up from 33.4 million in 2010 and virtually zero the year before that. Seventy-five percent of such mobile devices will feature BSI sensors by then.

Liquid lenses and image processing

The idea of a lens whose active medium is a liquid rather than a solid is nothing new, but it has found a fresh potential application in the era of mobile devices. Rather than presenting a set of fixed and unchanging optical properties, liquid lenses can be reshaped in situ, altering the path of the light traveling through the lens.

The liquid lenses originally developed for mobile devices by French vendor Varioptic use the principle of electrowetting, in which a small applied voltage brings about a change in the contact angle of a fluid on a planar surface.

The heart of a liquid lens features a watertight cell containing two transparent, optically perfect but nonmiscible liquids. Applying a voltage induces the electrowetting effect and causes the curvature of the interface between the liquids to change, effectively pulling the lens into a different optical configuration and changing its power.

This change can take effect very rapidly, requiring only some tens of milliseconds, and it is reversible with little or no
While liquid lens technology has not yet been integrated into mainstream mobile phones, it has attracted real commercial interest.

Liquid lenses offer a route to effective auto-focus capability within the form-factor requirements of a phone handset. They also allow for an image to be manipulated in ways that solid lenses cannot achieve without difficulty. Incorporating multiple electrodes into the structure allows for the judicious application of various voltages at different points, bringing very fine control over the shape adopted by the lens. Four carefully placed electrodes allow both the radius and tilt of the lens to be controlled. An eight-electrode configuration can successfully configure for sphere, tilt and cylinder corrections. These adjustments can be made in real time.

While liquid lens technology has not yet been integrated into mainstream mobile phones, it has attracted real commercial interest. For example, Optilux, a California-based company that recently acquired the exclusive rights to develop Varioptic’s lens technology for smart phones and tablets, has demonstrated an optical image stabilization (OIS) technique that addresses the inevitable camera shake that all handheld devices are prone to.

The OIS module monitors user-induced vibration through a motion sensor and translates that into a voltage, after which a processor determines where best to apply it to a liquid lens via a four-electrode configuration. The result is a system that is able to adjust the focus and tilt in both x and y directions, responding to camera movement in real time and steadying the output image.

Small cameras, big numbers

With seemingly endless developments happening in the mobile space, many may wonder when the market will approach saturation. The global picture suggests that this point is still a long way off.

In fact, the market is thought to be entering a new growth phase, thanks to the rising demand for smart phones in emerging countries and companies’ continued ability to tempt existing customers with new handsets and ever-improving performance.

The combination promises some big numbers. Analysts at the technology research firm Gartner predict that the volume of smart phone handsets manufactured worldwide will continue to expand consistently over the next few years.

The immediate beneficiaries will be manufacturers of CMOS image sensors. Gartner expects market growth to hinge on the delivery of sensors with enhanced sensitivity and dynamic range, leading to perceptibly better image quality for consumers.

The road map shows the mobile cameras of the future boasting a resolution of 10 million pixels or more, along with effective zooming, high-speed continuous shooting, video recording and the ability to rectify image blur. Some of those technologies already exist, but all will be refined in the coming years.

Mobile developments do not stand apart from advances in digital still cameras (DSCs): Both sectors hinge on CMOS sensors and related technologies. The market for DSCs is also set to continue growing, tied to the same rise in consumer photography that powers mobile development.

The development of DSC image sensors has been focused on achieving ever-greater resolution and higher numbers of pixels. Figures from Gartner indicate a mainstream DSC now boasts a pixel count of 15 million, while some models are equipped with 20-million-pixel image sensors.

At the prototype level, Canon and other companies have announced image sensors that provide a notional 50 million pixels. But when the pixel count rises to such levels, the technical hurdles increase correspondingly. Developers must grapple with the need for ever-finer pixel pitch and judge how to adjust the price tag accordingly.

Gartner expects that the majority of DSCs, both single-lens reflex and compact consumer models, will soon support 12 to 20 million pixels, presenting a significant market for CMOS vendors to tackle. And the immature tablet market also lies ahead, a glittering prize for vendors everywhere.
**Wafer-level optics**

It has long been clear that there are economic advantages associated with assembling multiple camera modules at the wafer scale and then dicing that wafer to produce a large number of complete camera assemblies. One significant reason is that this approach allows for a better synergy with semiconductor manufacturing processes.

But there are complications. Camera modules may contain more than a dozen components, including lenses, filters, spacers and autofocus mechanisms, and carrying out every required manufacturing stage on a semiconductor wafer is not practical.

A more realistic goal, as defined by specialist developers Tessera, in Calif., U.S.A., is to produce wafer-level cameras by making the optical train at the wafer level, dicing it into individual optical stacks, and then carrying out die-to-wafer assembly to build camera modules.

In order to turn the approach into a viable and commercial manufacturing technique, developers have had to come up with new ways to get the most out of their assembly equipment, as well as to make advances in the makeup of the optical elements being assembled.

A key part of the value proposition of the wafer-level camera is not just that the camera module is cheaper, but that it should be reflow compatible, allowing it to be mounted onto the main printed circuit board along with the other surface mount components. The hope of assemblers is that novel lenses and other new optical technologies can then be more easily incorporated into modules, presenting an obvious cost advantage.

**A bruising business: Why Tessera withdrew from wafer optics**

Camera phones now fall squarely into the category of commodity items, and the economics of their manufacture have come to reflect this. Vendors drawn into the sector face strong competition and considerable pricing pressure, and some have had a hard time remaining profitable.

This has proven to be true even for companies in the sector’s core technologies. Tessera, the California-based developer of micro-electronics solutions, is a significant player, responsible for a portfolio of relevant technologies covering wafer-level packaging and wafer-level optics.

Several Tessera licensees make practical use of its technology platforms in the manufacture of camera modules; Nemotek Technology, based in Morocco, licenses Tessera’s OptiML platform for wafer-level optics along with its Shellcase MVP technology for wafer-level packaging, as part of the company’s push into the camera module sector from North Africa.

But Tessera itself has withdrawn from the wafer-level optics space, citing difficulties in turning technological advantage into real profit in this sector.

During the announcement of its third-quarter 2010 results, Tessera CEO Hank Nothhaft announced that, after an exhaustive evaluation of its strategic options, the company would cease development of the technology and turn its efforts towards “a long-term vision of generating revenues through product opportunities.” So back to the drawing board.

Tessera’s problems stemmed specifically from its pursuit of a licensing strategy for the technology. In particular, the intense pricing pressure felt in the lens market diminished the value of those licenses to the point that the company believed traditional glass lenses became a more realistic proposition at the time. Manufacturers of traditional glass lenses have certainly not stood still. They have investigated ways to incorporate glass lenses into the reflow manufacturing operations favored by wafer-level optics operators.

“Improvements in the cost and manufacturability of alternative technologies has diminished the disruptive nature of wafer-level optics to such an extent that pursuing a licensing strategy further would not generate results consistent with our expectations,” noted Nothhaft at the time, while acknowledging that the technology will sit within Tessera’s DigitalOptics Corporation subsidiary while the company waits to see what the future holds.

**LED flashes**

A major constraint of the first smart phone cameras was the absence of any in situ flash illumination incorporated into the handset. With low-light performance always acknowledged to be a weak spot, the arrival of an LED flash to the iPhone platform with the iPhone 4 in 2010 significantly boosted that device’s popularity.

Since then, several parallel advances in LED technology have increased their suitability for use in mobile devices. Their small dimensions, high mechanical stability and longer lifetimes compared to flash tubes based on xenon or krypton are all attractive features. They also require lower voltages than conventional units in order to create a flash, and they can usually do so with negligible charging time. If needed, they can easily provide longer flash durations or even continuous illumination.

Now that many modern smart phones can record video, LEDs have also proven to be well suited for use as flash lamps for video cameras. In this case, the significant advantage is that the light flashes can be synchronized to the video frames, so that the flash only activates during frame capture and is turned off between frames. This reduces the energy usage considerably.

The illumination characteristics of LEDs in mobile devices are rather different from those shown by gas tubes. Conventional non-LED flash units typically illuminate a subject with more
One tantalizing prospect is the arrival of microlens arrays that mimic the composite eye structures found in insects.

Andreas Tünnermann of the Fraunhofer Institute for Applied Optics and Precision Engineering in Jena, Germany, believes that a microlens array could allow an objective lens of just 1 mm thickness to be manufactured, once the arrays are successfully incorporated into existing wafer-level manufacturing processes. Consumers might then benefit from camera modules that are able to capture a wider field of view in each image.

Microlens arrays also play a part in the technology under development by two companies—which could allow consumers to make changes to photographs that they have already taken. Both the Stanford University startup Lytro and the German company Raytrix aim to breathe fresh life into plenoptic cameras, a design that is more than a century old.

Plenoptic cameras can capture the entire light field of a scene instead of the two-dimensional slice captured in a conventional image, using a microlens/photosensor array to do so. In theory, this can enable the pixels of the array to capture an image at all focal lengths—even out to infinity.

For consumers, this opens up the intriguing possibility of being able to adjust the focus of a photograph after it has been taken—to shift the focus from the foreground to the background of an existing image, for example. There is, however, one inevitable penalty: a loss of overall image sharpness, since pixels from multiple points of view must then be stored on an image sensor.

Raytrix already markets a plenoptic camera for scientific and industrial users; it integrates an array of four different types of microlenses with individual focal lengths. The company says that this enables not just the ability for software-assisted refocusing, but also a six-fold improvement in the depth of field.

Plenoptic technology currently carries a hefty price tag, with the Raytrix R5 camera starting at a basic price of €3,000 even without the addition of the extra components and software needed to handle the refocusing ability. Lytro is aiming to release its camera in 2012 at a rather more consumer-friendly price point than that.

If this and related technology is commercialized at the right price, it may mark a fundamental change in the manner in which people interact with their photos—and perhaps trigger a new technological tipping point.

**Seeing the future**

Optical technologies that are currently under development could eventually have a significant impact on the camera phone market for vendors and consumers.

One tantalizing prospect is the arrival of microlens arrays that mimic the composite eye structures found in insects. Replacing the single lens or multiple lens assemblies used in camera modules with a single microlens array could allow the entire module to become considerably thinner, and avoid the risk of incorrect alignment among multiple optical elements—a situation that manufacturers must constantly guard against.
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